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Ryan Miller

From: Ryan Miller <info@buildingnc.ccsend.com> on behalf of Ryan Miller <ryan@buildingnc.org>
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 9:34 PM
To: Ryan Miller
Subject: Member Update on NC Energy Code Changes, Issues and Developments

 

 

  

  

Dear Members, 
 
This... is a long one...  
 
If you are interested in knowing what's going on with North Carolina's residential and 
commercial energy codes, please keep reading! If not, close this email and go on about your 
day! 
 
Over the past twelve months, NCBPA has been working with our members and partners on a 
variety of energy code developments, improvements and educational opportunities. We've also 
just completed our final energy code grant funding term with Energy Foundation, which allowed 
us to document some accomplishments. 
 
Included below are key updates on issues that came about just two days ago as well as ways 
for you and your company to get involved in this important work. I know it's not for everyone, 
but if you are interested, please do take a look. 
 
As a reminder, this email and several of the documents referenced below are housed in the 
Newsletter and Reports sections (respectively) of our Member Portal. Use password 
“PerformanceMatters” when prompted to access them. As a reminder, the password changes 
monthly and can always be found in our bi-weekly Newsletter.  
 
And now, onto the updates! 

 

 

 

D. Ryan Miller 
Founder & Executive Director 
North Carolina Building Performance Association 
E: Ryan@BuildingNC.org 
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M: 919-521-3385 
 

 

  

Member Update on NC's Energy Codes 
 

 

  

Energy Code Clarifications 
In response to questions that we received during our summer Commercial and Residential 
Energy Code Workshop series with AIA, we have prepared a document that answers these 
questions and clarifies key energy code considerations including commercial buildings 
change of occupancy, F/S/U exemptions and the role of HERS Raters vs. Registered Design 
Professionals. Click here to view this document in the Reports section of our Member 
Portal. The primary presentation used in the workshop is also available here in the Member 
Portal. This presentation has a wealth of slides on commercial and residential energy code 
changes and best practices. Credit for the content of this presentation goes to NCBPA 
members Meghan McDermott, Jarrett Davis and staffer Ryan Miller.  

 

  

  

In-Development Exceptions for HERS Raters Regarding Energy 
Code Compliance Pathways 
This week we began discussions with the licensing Boards for Architects and Engineers to 
seek out new exemptions that would streamline the role that HERS Raters play in the new 
residential energy code compliance process.  
 

 Currently, the Section 405 “Simulated Performance Alternative” pathway requires a 
Registered Design Professional to perform the analysis as required by North Carolina 
licensure laws. The Registered Design Professional can be a Registered Architect or 
Professional Engineer, provided that they are trained and competent within their 
field. Licensed professionals can have other people, such as HERS Raters, performing 
the analysis on their behalf. If they do so, the HERS Rater must be working under the 
licensee’s responsible charge and obtain proper signatures/stamps for compliance 
verification of the section 405 method. This method is currently used in cases where 
insulation or other measures do not meet the UA Compliance method.  

 The Section 406 “Energy Rating Index (ERI)” compliance pathway does not require 
a Registered Design Professional, by rule of the Engineering Licensing Board. Certified 
HERS Raters in good standing are able to perform this pathway.  

 Lastly, Section 204.3.5 “Design Professional Seal Required” defines when the seal 
of a Registered Design Professional is required, and provides approved exceptions.  

 
In summary, when using the Section 405 “Simulated Performance Alternative” pathway, HERS 
Raters must obtain the stamp of an Architect or Engineer, which slows down the process and 
adds cost. When using Section 406 “ERI” pathway, an exception is provided by the Engineering 
Board but not the Architecture Board.  
Our in-development energy code change proposals seek: 

 New exceptions in Section 405 to allow HERS Raters to perform the analysis without the 
oversight of an Architect or Engineer.   

 Approval of the same Section 406 ERI exception from the Architecture Board. 
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 New exception to the Section 204.3.5 definition of when the seal of a Registered Design 
Professional is required to include HERS Raters performing the work in Sections 405 
and 406.   

We will continue to work on these issues on behalf of our members in the coming weeks. Please 
contact me for additional information and with questions. 

 

  

  

Volunteers Needed: Help Develop and Instruct a New Course on 
Energy Code Requirements for Residential and Commercial 
Mechanical Systems 
As a follow-up to our recent Energy Code Workshop series with AIA, the NC Building 
Inspectors Association (NCBIA) has asked NCBPA for help in developing and delivering a 
new workshop series for code officials on energy code requirements for residential and 
commercial mechanical systems. The new curriculum must be developed by October 1st with 
two-hour workshops to be held next January, February and March across the state. All 
expenses paid for travel to and from the workshops. Want to help? Contact me to discuss your 
involvement!  

 

  

  

Building Code Council Appointments 
I have been speaking with the Governor’s Office directly over the past several months regarding 
NCBPA’s recommendations for appointments to the NC Building Code Council. Five 
appointments are currently available to be filled by new appointees or renewals and should be 
announced any day now. Over the past two months, NCBPA has recommended six industry 
professionals for the open seats:  
 

 Registered Engineer Practicing in Electrical Engineering, currently held by Wade 
White. NCBPA recommended members Kim Humiston of Devita Engineering and Bob 
Kingery of Southern Energy Management. 

 Licensed Plumbing and Heating Contractor, currently held by Keith Hamilton. NCBPA 
recommended two non-members that we felt would be strong candidates after not 
identifying any members interested in the position. 

 Licensed LP Gas Dealer/Contractor involved in the design of natural & LP who has 
expertise in field, currently held by Ralph Euchner. NCBPA recommended re-
appointment for Ralph Euchner, who has headed the Energy Ad Hoc Committee for the 
past several years. This is a challenging position to fill and we felt that Ralph Euchner 
has served in a beneficial capacity to our industry’s interests.  

 Licensed Electrical Contractor, currently held by Robert Morrow who was appointed by 
Governor Cooper in December of 2017. NCBPA did not recommend anyone for this 
seat. 

 Municipal Government Representative, currently held by Tony Sears. NCBPA 
recommended Scott Webber, Town Manager for the Town of Spindale, NC. 

 
Be on the lookout for an update from us soon when the final appointments are announced! 

 

  

  

Participate in Our Codes Committee to Help Create the State's New 
Energy Code Cost-Benefit Analysis 
NCBPA has initiated discussions at the past two NCBCC committee and council meetings 
regarding a new law that requires the council to develop a cost-benefit analysis methodology 
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and use the methodology for all energy code change proposals going forward and dating back 
to January 1, 2018. Earlier this year, NCBPA led lobbying efforts to successfully change the 
legislation to what was passed, which is not nearly as damaging as the original language.  
 
During Monday’s Energy Committee meeting, a discussion about this topic was held with 
Council members, NCBPA’s Ryan Miller, NCHBA’s Robert Privott and Ben Edwards of Mathis 
Consulting, an ally of NCBPA. The discussion focused on the intent of the legislation and what 
would be required of the Council and NCDOI staff as a result. The Committee decided to hold 
on any decisions until the full Council meeting yesterday. In that meeting, a 15-minute 
discussion focused on what the Council was supposed to, and realistically could, develop and 
implement. At the end of the discussion, it was decided that the Council would essentially push 
the cost-benefit analysis requirement to the persons making the energy code change 
proposals, such as NCBPA and our allies, and review them on a case-by-case basis. This 
process is not any different than the current one, however, it is clear that future energy code 
change proposals will face more scrutiny for the origins of their costs and benefits. 
 
NCBPA will continue to track this issue and will likely be testing its merits during the December 
meeting, when we plan to introduce several energy code change proposals. 

 

  

  

Update on Energy Modeling Issue with Crawl Spaces 
Earlier this year, several NCBPA members reported an issue in the REM/Rate and Ekotrope 
energy modeling software systems that seemingly discredited certain types of crawl spaces 
and resulted in some builders choosing not to encapsulate their crawl spaces as they wouldn’t 
be able to meet the Duke Energy Residential New Construction Program’s rebate requirements 
even if they did. After months of discussions with RESNET, Ekotrope, REM/Rate and the RNC 
Program, we believe the issue is mostly resolved but need your help to validate it.  
 
Here is a summary of some off the circumstances and changes that have taken place: 
 

1. The primary issue was believed to be energy model results from infiltration testing for 
conditioned/encapsulated crawl spaces. The RESNET standard indicates that the HERS 
Rater should open up any access panels between the home and the conditioned crawl 
during infiltration testing, which allows you to include that in the total infiltration 
volume. However, as NCBPA members across the state pointed out, almost all of our 
crawl spaces have access from the exterior.  

2. RESNET and ICF (administrator for the RNC program) came to an agreement that the 
air handler cabinet (if located in the crawl) should be opened in order to facilitate this air 
connection during infiltration testing. Doing so meets the intent of the standard and is 
allowable. 

3. In addition to this issue, inconsistencies in Ekotrope and REM/Rate were shown to 
produce different results for the NC HERO code compliance, which is used by the RNC 
program. Ekotrope was applying typical reference home values to the perimeter 
insulation in reference home crawl space slabs, which are “imaginary” modeling 
components that couple the crawl space to the ground for thermal conduction 
modeling. After discussions with the RNC program, Ekotrope updated the reference 
home to match the crawl space “slab” values to the proposed home. This means that 
homes modeled with no perimeter insulation around a crawl space floor will not be 
compared to a reference home with perimeter insulation. 
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4. NCBPA reached out to REM/Rate and Ekotrope directly and believe this issue is 
resolved in the latest versions of each of their systems. One item to watch for is that a 
future version of Ekotrope (3.3.0) will leave slab insulation in crawl space floors the same 
in the reference home as in the rated home. That adjustment is several months out. 

 
As a result of these interpretations and corrections, we believe the issue to be mostly resolved 
and request access to Ekotrope or REM/Rate files and supporting documents from any HERS 
Raters or crawl space contractors that believe they are still encountering this issue. If you are, 
a first step is to re-model the home in the latest version of each software to see if doing so 
resolves the problem. If not, please contact NCBPA for further support. 
 
We would like to thank RESNET, ICF/RNC and Ekotrope for their help in documenting the 
above details. 

 

  

  

Commissioning Requirements for New Commercial Buildings 
Resulting from NCBPA’s recent monthly Commissioning Committee meetings, we are moving 
forward with code change proposals that seek to introduce new commissioning requirements 
for new commercial buildings. We plan to begin speaking with Building Code Council members 
and key stakeholders about these proposals in early 2020 to secure adoption at the start of the 
next 2021 Commercial code cycle, which begins in 2022.  
 
At the request of our members, we plan to seek changes that will strengthen reporting 
requirements for the existing (new) commissioning requirements that already require HVAC 
equipment, O&M manuals, test and balance, and sequencing of operation. Updating the forms, 
requiring a commissioning plan proof and adding requirements for thermal envelope 
requirements will be included. Our members across the state have reported that reporting 
procedures are very lax and contractors are getting around them. In addition to new reporting 
requirements, we will incorporate this topic into our future training and communications with 
code officials to help them understand what they should be looking for and what’s required.  
 
Contact me if you’d like to participate in developing this language. We will continue to speak 
about it on our monthly Commissioning Committee meetings.  

 

  

  

New Energy Code Changes to be Developed by NCBPA 
In addition to the code changes listed above, NCBPA will be moving forward with a variety of 
new code changes on the below items. Contact me to get involved in these efforts. They will 
be discussed in our upcoming monthly Building & Energy Code Committee meetings.  
 

 Residential encapsulated attics  
 Residential encapsulated crawl spaces 
 Net zero energy new homes and buildings. This is the start of a long-term initiative to 

begin planning for net zero energy requirements for new homes and buildings that we 
have targeted for 2042. Laying the groundwork for this initiative over the coming years 
and the next 2024 code cycle will be critical to staying ahead of this opportunity. 
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Updating NCHFA's QAP Minimum Energy Efficiency Requirements 
Two weeks ago, NCBPA’s Ryan Miller was the lone advocate to speak (and the first!) at the 
public comment hearing for NCHFA’s 2020 QAP program standards, which includes setting 
minimum energy efficiency standards and awarding developers additional points for above-
minimum features. NCBPA’s Ryan Miller spoke to the need to increase the minimum standards 
from ENERGY STAR 2.0 – a program that technically doesn’t exist anymore – to Version 3 and 
perform an assessment of the 2020 standards to determine which ones, such as total duct 
leakage to the outside, need to be modified so that they meet or exceed NC’s new energy code 
standards. Additionally, our comments sought out points for developers that achieve low HERS 
Scores in their units, that install dehumidification equipment and that obtain certifications to 
Passive House, NGBS and other standards. Click here to read our full comment letter.  
 
NCBPA’s Ryan Miller spoke with NCHFA’s Chris Austin after the meeting to offer our support 
for performing the energy code analysis and initiating the nine-month study that we 
recommended to identify the costs, benefits and resources for making our recommendations 
in the 2021 QAP. Please contact Ryan if you have any questions or comments about this issue. 
 
We would like to thank members Southern Energy Management and Innovative Green 
Builders and industry organizations National Association of Home Builders and Home 
Innovation Research Labs for also sending in supportive comments on this program.  

 

  

  

NCBPA's Energy Code Recommendations Included in New State 
Reports 
Resulting from a year’s worth of meetings, surveys and discussions with policymakers, 
regulators, advocates and other stakeholders, we are pleased to notify our members that 
several of NCBPA’s priority energy code and other industry issues are featured 
recommendations in the new North Carolina Energy Efficiency Roadmap, produced by the 
Nicholas Institute at Duke University, and may also be included in the final version of the new 
North Carolina Clean Energy Plan, which will be finalized in just a few weeks. 
 
Some of our priority recommendations that are included in the EE Roadmap include: 

1. Establish a pathway to net zero energy-ready new buildings by 2042. 
2. Establish an Energy Efficiency Advisory Council to oversee the implementation of the 

EE Roadmap recommendations. 
3. Collaborate with ApprenticeshipNC to launch an EE Apprenticeship program. 
4. Increase energy awareness and action on NC Building Code Council. 
5. Commence a cost-effectiveness study to include evaluation of non-energy benefits. 

 
Click here to read our full article on the EE Roadmap and let us know what you think! Our next 
steps involve prioritizing these recommendations to be included in our work plan for the next 
few months and years!  

 

  

  

NCBPA Completes Fifth Year of Energy Code Advocacy Grant 
Funding 
I’m pleased to report that we just completed a fifth year of grant funding from the Energy 
Foundation for our work to advance NC’s residential and commercial energy codes. Since 
2014, Energy Foundation has provided $30,000 - $65,000 of annual funding to NCBPA to lead 
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this work and partner with clean energy advocates as possible. The funding helped us 
tremendously and led to a variety of improvements over the past few years. Click here to view 
our accomplishments over the past 12 months.  
 
Unfortunately, Energy Foundation has decided not to renew our grant for a sixth term. A year 
ago, they slashed our funding in half and narrowed our scope, much to our 
disappointment. After five years of progress and now being in a position to really impact 
change, they’ve chosen not to fund us. One reason for the non-renewal is disagreement with 
how NC’s clean energy industry, many of whom are also funded by Energy Foundation, have 
participated – or better said, not participated – in energy efficiency and energy code advocacy 
work. This is a really really really long story that is better told over a coffee or other beverage 
of your choice. If you’d like to hear more, please let me know.  
 
For now, we’re celebrating five years of progress and thankful to Energy Foundation for their 
prior funding and support of our work. 

 

 

  

Have Questions? 
 

This was a lot of information... I know! 
 
Contact me with your questions and requests to get involved in this important work.  
 
We need your support! 
 
Best, 
Ryan 
 
D. Ryan Miller 
Founder & Executive Director 
North Carolina Building Performance Association 
E: Ryan@BuildingNC.org  
M: 919-521-3385 
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This email was sent by the author for the sole purpose of testing a draft message. If you believe you have received 
the message in error, please contact the author by replying to this message. Constant Contact takes reports of 
abuse very seriously. If you wish to report abuse, please forward this message to abuse@constantcontact.com. 

  

 


